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Introduction
The Town of Chapel Hill has long strived to reduce its impact on the environment, both within its
municipal operations and more generally throughout the community. In 2006 the Town signed onto the
Community Carbon Reduction (CRed) pledge, through which they aim to reduce the total carbon
emissions attributed to Town municipal operations by at least 60% by 2050. As part of the CRed pledge
they also want to develop and implement policies for use by the Town’s municipal operations that can
serve as a model for the University, residential, and industrial sectors to reduce carbon emissions within
Chapel Hill’s community.1 The breakdown of the Chapel Hill community emissions of carbon dioxide is
shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. Breakdown of Chapel Hill Community Carbon Dioxide Emissions

The University of North Carolina also has committed to the CRed pledge and is working towards
completing a baseline inventory, after which the university will articulate strategies to reduce emissions.
A baseline emissions inventory was completed for the municipal operations of Chapel Hill in 2005 by
ICLEI Energy Services in Toronto. That inventory explicitly identified transit as an important source of
emissions, but one that falls beyond the scope of their analysis. This report is meant to fill that gap in
the current inventory. This data and the accompanying recommendations are intended to be used in
conjunction with the ICLEI inventory to work towards the pledged CRed goal.

1

Culpepper, J.B. and David Bonk. “Resolution to Revise the Community Carbon Reduction (CRed) Pledge for Town Municipal
Operations.” Memo to Roger L. Stancil, Town Manager, Town of Chapel Hill North Carolina. 27 September 2006.
<http://townhall.townofchapelhill.org/agendas/2006/09/27/4h/>.
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Project Objectives
The objectives outlined by the Capstone Team are as follows:


Quantify greenhouse gas emissions for the years 2005, 2006, and 2007.



Determine change in efficiency of Chapel Hill Transit.



Analyze the emissions by route and passenger load.



Estimate the benefits of transit ridership to the community.



Develop emissions benefits for hypothetical service level scenarios.

Scope of Work and Limitations
September:
 Met with John Richardson, the Sustainability Officer for the Town of Chapel Hill, to determine
team objectives.
 Collected vehicle type, fuel consumption, and miles traveled data from Chapel Hill Transit.
 Met with Assistant Transit Director Brian Litchfield and Transit Maintenance Superintendent Carl
Rokos to consult on work and toured the Chapel Hill Transit Town Operations Center.
 Calculated emission totals using protocol and emissions factors from The Climate Registry and
the Energy Information Administration.
October:
 Analyzed data and determined the total emissions numbers.
 Initiated the process for making recommendations.
November:
 Compiled final data and recommendations.
 Met with John Richardson and David Bonk, Long Range & Transportation Manager for Chapel
Hill, to discuss our progress and possible recommendations.
December:
 Met with Transit staff to share draft findings and recommendations
 Presented results and recommendations at a public capstone presentation
We encountered data and time limitations during the course of this project. For instance, despite
having access to the town’s high-quality data, we were unable to capture scope 3 emissions, and thus
could not account for such upstream and downstream impacts as production costs of vehicles, tires,
batteries or other parts, and how they affect greenhouse gas emissions. Some data, including vehicle
cost and monthly vehicle travel, was inaccessible, which limited our ability to make deep and statistically
3
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justified recommendations. Finally, we did not have time to research route planning—an important
process with great potential to impact bus efficiency and ridership recommendations.

Background on Chapel Hill Transit
Chapel Hill Transit serves a 25 square mile area, with a population of approximately 117,487 people2.
They have an annual operating budget of $18 million, and employ 149 drivers. The system went fare
free in 2002 and has since experienced rapid ridership increases, making it the second largest transit
system in North Carolina, after Charlotte. In 2007 they provided 6.6 million rides, which averages out to
126,000 per week, or 25,000 per day 3.

Chapel Hill Transit Services
Chapel Hill Transit covers 31 routes and 129 route miles, providing fare-free public transportation to
Chapel Hill and Carrboro. It includes additional services such as the EZ Rider, Shared Ride evening, and
Sunday services. These additional services are intended to help transport people with mobility
limitations and provide public transportation to certain areas of Chapel Hill and Carrboro that do not
have normal evening and Sunday services. The vehicle fleet includes passenger buses and passenger
vehicles, such as lift-equipped vans for the EZ Rider service, passenger vans for the Shared Ride service,
and various mid-size vehicles that transport drivers during shift changes. Further details regarding their
services can be found at the Chapel Hill Transit website at
http://townofchapelhill.org/index.asp?nid=72.

Data Sources and Analysis
Chapel Hill Transit provided data on fuel use, mileage, and ridership for 2005, 2006, and 2007. The
Climate Registry’s General Reporting Protocol, a widely used standard for reporting high-quality
greenhouse gas emission data accurately, was our reference for appropriate equations to calculate
carbon emissions for the three main greenhouse gasses: carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), and
methane (CH4). The Climate Registry consists of members (other organizations) that report, test, and
verify greenhouse gas emissions. All members use the same methodologies in order to produce
consistent data. Each year was examined separately, with analysis of its respective vehicles, fuel use,
mileage, and ridership data. We examined each vehicle individually, calculating its respective miles per
gallon and carbon emissions. All years were compared after separate statistical analysis in order to
asses any patterns observed and to guide the process of recommendations for a reduction in emissions
and increase in transit efficiency, with particular focus given to 2007. Recommendations were also

2

Brian Litchfield

3

Interview with Carl Rokos at Chapel Hill Transit on September 23, 2008
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guided by meetings with Chapel Hill Transit representatives, vehicle costs, and regulations/protocols
specific to Chapel Hill and surrounding areas.

Calculation Methods
In order to calculate the total emissions for each vehicle, the amounts of CO2, N2O, and CH4 were
calculated using equations found in the Climate Registry’s General Reporting Protocol. For calculating
CO2 emissions in metric tons, the general formula used was as follows:
[Fuel Use x Emission Factor] / 1,000
(gallons)
(kg CO2 / gallon) (kg/metric ton)

For calculating N2O and CH4 emissions in metric tons, the following general formula was used:
[Mileage x Emission Factor] / 1,000,000
(g / mile)

(g/metric ton)

All emissions factors used were published by the Environmental Information Administration (EIA) and
depended on the type of fuel used (gasoline or diesel) and the respective greenhouse gas. All factors
used can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Emission Factors Used in Calculations

Emission Factor

Carbon Dioxide
(kg CO2/gallon)

Nitrous Oxide
(g N2O/mile)

Methane
(g CH4/mile)

Diesel

10.15

0.0048

0.0051

Gasoline

8.81

0.0079 - 0.0164

0.011- 0.0157

Global Warming Potential

1

310

21

Table 1 includes Global Warming Potential values. These values were multiplied to the metric ton values
of N2O and CH4 in order to analyze these gases in terms of CO2 equivalents. For multiples of vehicles, the
average CO2, N2O and CH4 emissions in metric tons was calculated. Miles per gallon was calculated for
each vehicle, using the standard formula:
5
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Mileage / Fuel Use (gallons)
All data were graphed in order to provide a more effective assessment. Graphic representation of the
emissions and other data by vehicle type helps illustrate fuel use and mileage trends over time.

Data Analysis
Baseline Emissions
The total greenhouse gas emissions for Chapel Hill Transit in 2005, 2006, and 2007 are shown in Figure
2. This graph expresses the sum total of emissions in metric tons from carbon dioxide, methane, and
nitrous oxide; methane and nitrous oxide are expressed in carbon dioxide equivalents. Emissions from
diesel vehicles and from gasoline vehicles are separated; it is clear that most of the greenhouse gas
emissions originate with the diesel vehicles, because they dominate the CHT fleet. The volume of
emissions increases each year because of route changes, increased ridership, and an increased number
of vehicles in the fleet. Figure 3 shows the methane and nitrous oxide emissions separate from carbon
dioxide; the same trends apply in this graph as were evident in the total emissions from all three gases.

Figure 2. Total Chapel Hill Transit Emissions for 2005, 2006, and 2007
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Figure 3. Total Chapel Hill Transit Nitrous Oxide and Methane Emissions
Table 2 shows the numbers for each type of emission in carbon dioxide equivalents. The carbon dioxide
equivalent for nitrous oxide and methane is calculated by multiplying total N 2O emissions by 310 and
total CH4 emissions by 21. These are the global warming potentials determined by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Although methane and nitrous oxide are emitted
into the atmosphere in much lower quantities than CO 2, they have vastly greater global warming
potentials per unit.

Table 2. Chapel Hill Transit Emissions, 2005-2007

Carbon
Dioxide
(Metric Tons)

2005
2006
2007

CO2 Eq. N2O

CO2 Eq. CH4

(Metric Tons)

(Metric Tons)

Diesel

5477.78

2.95

0.21

Gasoline

378.95

1.89

0.24

Diesel

5550.65

2.98

0.21

Gasoline

424.56

2.13

0.19

Diesel

5849.24

3.12

0.22

Gasoline

506.94

2.36

0.18

(Metric Tons)

Total Emissions
Per Capita
(Metric Tons)

5862.02

0.1106

5980.72

0.11129

6362.06

0.11675

Total
Emissions
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Passenger Car Equivalents
The emissions of Chapel Hill Transit can be put in perspective by setting it relative to passenger car
emissions. The total mass of greenhouse gases emitted in 2007 by Chapel Hill Transit is equal to the
emissions of approximately 1,100 cars. While this is a substantial amount of pollution, it is important to
put this in the context of ridership. In 2007, Chapel Hill Transit had 6.6 million riders4, from which we
can infer that Chapel Hill Transit is taking many more than 1,100 cars off the road annually.

Analysis of Diesel Bus Fleet Data
Vehicle baseline data were collected and constructed to display miles per gallon and miles traveled
averages for each vehicle. The bus with the most miles traveled was the 2001/2002 Nova, at just over
500,000 miles. The bus with the least miles traveled was the 2007 Nabi articulated bus.
The bus with the highest mpg was the 2007 Gillig Hybrid, at just under 5 mpg. The bus with the lowest
mpg was the 2007 Nabi.
The bus with the highest CO2 emissions was the 2001/2002 Nova. The bus with the lowest emissions
was the 2007 Gillig Hybrid. These numbers correlate strongly with the data for miles traveled, i.e., the
bus with the most miles traveled has the highest CO2 emissions. The only instance where this is not the
case was with the 2007 Nabi, which had fewer miles traveled than the 2007 Gillig Hybrid but had higher
CO2 emissions. However, it should
be noted that at full capacity the
Nabi articulated bus can carry 87
passengers, while the Gillig Hybrid
only carries 57 at full capacity.
A chart of the percentage each bus
type contributes to the overall CO2
emissions is displayed to the right.
The Gillig Hybrid and Nabi don’t
have very large contributions
because they didn’t operate for all
of 2007, while the other bus models
did.
Figure 4. CO2 Emissions by Bus Type

4

Interview with Carl Rokos at Chapel Hill Transit on September 23, 2008
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Analysis of Support Vehicle Fleet Data
Vehicle baseline data were gathered for total miles traveled and miles per gallon (mpg). The vehicle
with the highest mpg average was the 2006 Ford Escape. The vehicle with the lowest mpg average was
the Ford F250 pick-up truck.
The 2006 Ford E350 Van with Lift was the vehicle with the highest miles traveled at just over 200,000
miles. The Ford F250 and the Ford F350 have the lowest miles traveled.
The 2006 Ford E350 Van with Lift
had the highest CO2 and CH4
(methane) emissions and the
second highest N2O emissions.
We feel this is mostly due to the
fact that this vehicle had the
highest miles traveled. However, it
should be noted that the Dodge
Caravan was the highest N2O
emitter, the second highest CH4
emitter, and the fourth highest CO2
emitter. The vehicle had the sixth
highest miles traveled and
averaged the fifth best mpg.
Figure 5. CO2 Emissions by Vehicle Type

Key Observations
The overall greenhouse gas emissions for Chapel Hill transit have risen year by year since 2005. This
seems to demonstrate that Chapel Hill Transit is moving in the wrong direction and will face serious
difficulties trying to meet their greenhouse gas emission reduction goals by 2050. There are two factors,
however, that should be taken into account when looking at transit emissions, the Carbon Reduction
(CRed) pledge that the town made and other factors that are more difficult to quantify.
The town’s CRed pledge aims to reduce town emissions by 60% per capita by 2050. Reduction goals
based on per capita growth are much more accessible than a 60% reduction based on metric tons. If the
town’s planned growth rate of 1.5% a year—an approximation of historical trends—holds true, a 60%
per capita reduction is equivalent to a 22% real reduction of 2005 emissions. The table on the following
page shows where Chapel Hill should be based on their stated benchmarks.

9
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Table 3. Emissions Reduction Goals for Chapel Hill Transit
Year

Percent Reduction

Metric Tons of CO2 per capita

Metric Tons of CO2

2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2050

Baseline
5%
15%
25%
35%
45%
60%

0.1106
0.1051
0.094
0.0829
0.0719
0.0608
0.0442

5862
5989
5770
5482
5122
4666
4570

The other factor that needs to be kept in mind is the indirectly related carbon emissions that are hard to
quantify. Chapel Hill Transit provides transportation service, but it is not the only provider of such
services. Most people have the option of using transit, personal automobiles, carpooling, bikes, and
walking. Ideally, the carbon reduction goal would take into account emissions for all transportation
modes within the Chapel Hill Transit service area as this would give a more accurate picture of carbon
emissions and Chapel Hill Transit would have more flexibility in meeting the goals. For example, by
increasing coverage area the transit agency will almost certainly increase its emissions, even while
freeing more people from having to drive their own vehicles, and yielding a net (community-wide)
reduction in emissions. In a holistic transit emissions survey Chapel Hill Transit should not try to meet
specific emissions reduction goals single-handily; rather it should look to become as efficient as possible
while providing service to the greatest number of people possible with a net outcome of emissions
reductions throughout the entire transportation structure as more people leave their cars and use
transit. As can be seen in the graphs below Chapel Hill is improving in these important efficiency and
service metrics. The 8.5% increase in GHG emissions is more than offset by the 11.5% increase in miles
and the 6.0% increase in ridership should increase even more as people take advantage of the increased
coverage area and decreased headways. When looking at the overall efficiency improvements,
determined by CO2 emissions per passenger mile, the system has improved dramatically since 2005.
The total improvement from 2005 to 2007 was 12.5%.

10
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Figure 6. Chapel Hill Transit Emissions Per Passenger Mile 2005-2007

Chapel Hill Transit needs to ensure that all of its buses are being used efficiently. As mentioned earlier,
system performance has improved dramatically in terms of emissions per passenger and per mile. To
continue making these improvements, the agency needs to set up their routes and schedules so that
they have enough riders to offset the emissions of each bus. The calculations show that Chapel Hill
buses average 3.6 miles per gallon, which is just over one-seventh as fuel-efficient as the average
passenger car. The buses therefore need a minimum average of roughly six passengers per mile to
make a bus more efficient than a single passenger vehicle. (Note that because of differences in trip
lengths for transit trips and the auto trips they displace, uncertainties about auto occupancy, and other
considerations, this is a rule of thumb only, intended to provide a rough target for efficient transit
operation.) Depending on the time of day and location (out ends of some routes), many buses will not
meet this minimum threshold, but the agency should try to ensure that each route meets this minimum
standard averaged out for an entire day. If a route does not meet the six passengers per mile, we
recommend that the route be adjusted in such away to increase the ridership levels.
It will be easiest to reduce the emissions of the gasoline fleet, as many of the vehicles seem larger than
necessary.



The Dodge Caravans carry 7 passengers and travel at about 14 miles per gallon.
The 15 passenger vans travel at about 9 miles per gallon.
11
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The Ford Escapes carry 5 passengers and travel at about 25 miles per gallon.

The bus fleet is already very efficient and is becoming even more so as they continue to buy hybrid
buses.



The fuel economy of the hybrid buses is 5.1 miles per gallon.
The next most efficient buses are the 2001-2002 NOVA buses, which travel an average of 3.7
miles per gallon

The efficiency of the buses can be best achieved by increasing ridership.



This can be achieved through increasing visibility, removing barriers to ridership, and actively
promoting it as a commuting option.
An average minimum of 6 passengers on each bus means the bus is traveling more efficiently
than each of these passengers using cars

12
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Recommendations
Replacement of Diesel Buses
One of the primary ways Chapel Hill Transit can reduce their emissions is by purchasing new and more
efficient buses to replace outdated models. Chapel Hill Transit already is committed to this goal; they
have purchased several hybrid buses in the past and are planning on purchasing more very soon.
The tables below describe each bus make and the accompanying potential annual fuel costs based on
the average miles per gallon for each bus make.

Table 4. Bus Fleet Characteristics

Bus Make

05-08 MPG Avg.

Number of
Bus Types in
Fleet

Maximum
Passengers
per Bus

Average Miles
Traveled per Bus

95/96 Gillig

3.7

28

52

25,350

1998 Nova

3.4

12

51

22,510

2001/2002 Nova

3.7

27

52

29,570

2007 Gillig

3.4

13

57

28,790

2007 Gillig Hybrid

5.1

3

57

25,690

2007 Nabi

2.4

3

87

6,360

05-08 MPG
$3.5 per
$3 per gallon
Average
gallon

$4 per gallon

$4.5 per
gallon

$5 per gallon

Table 5. Estimated Annual Fuel Costs of Bus Makes
Bus Type
95/96 Gillig

3.7

$20,347

$23,738

$27,129

$30,521

$33,912

1998 Nova

3.4

$21,936

$25,592

$29,428

$32,904

$36,560

2001/2002 Nova

3.7

$20,053

$23,396

$26,738

$30,080

$33,422

2007 Gillig

3.4

$22,315

$26,034

$29,753

$33,472

$37,191

2007 Gillig Hybrid

5.1

$14,822

$17,292

$19,763

$22,233

$24,704

2007 Nabi

2.4

$30,864

$26,008

$41,152

$46,296

$51,440
13
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Observations in terms of the 2007 vehicles:



At the low estimate of fuel costs, $3, the difference between the Gillig Hybrid and non-hybrid is
approximately $7,500 per year.
At the high estimate of fuel costs, $5, the difference is approximately $12,500 per year.

A hybrid bus costs $189,000 more than a standard diesel bus. Savings on fuel costs alone are not
enough to justify the purchase of hybrids, because it would take 25 years for the fuel savings of the
hybrid to pay for the extra cost. However, state funds cover 80% of the cost of new vehicles. Since CH
Transit is only responsible for the remaining 20% of the cost, this drastically reduces the cost difference
between the two buses that CH Transit is responsible for, from $189,000 to $32,130. The money that
CH Transit will save by using less fuel, will compensate for the extra cost of the hybrid bus within 5
years, well within the lifespan of the vehicle.
The table below compares the carbon dioxide output of a 2007 Gillig bus and a 2007 Gillig Hybrid bus. It
shows how much CO2 a single bus will emit using the average travel distance of 25,000 miles per bus. It
is important to note that this does not include fuel used while idling, but only fuel burned while driving.
Table 6. Hybrid vs. Non-hybrid CO2 Emissions Comparison
Bus Type

MPG Average

Gallons of fuel used for
traveling 25,000 miles

CO2 emissions per bus
(metric Tons)

2007 Gillig

3.4

7,438

75

2007 Gillig Hybrid

5.1

4,941

50

Replacement of Support Vehicles
While Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations and emissions factor into Chapel Hill Transit’s
vehicle selection process, price also plays a major role. It is important to keep in mind that the price is
more than immediate up-front acquisition costs. Additional costs relating to fuel use and wear of
materials can overshadow initial low purchase costs within a matter of years. For this reason, we
recommend several vehicles that could replace current vehicles and should be considered by Chapel Hill
Transit during the next selection/purchasing cycle. We strongly recommend the replacement of some of
the large passenger vehicles used to transport drivers during shift changes. Instead of using SUVs such
as a Dodge Durango or Ford Explorer, which has space that is not fully utilized the majority of the time, a
switch to smaller vehicles would be beneficial. Table 5 below lists suitable alternatives to vehicles that
are already within Chapel Hill Transit’s fleet that would help reduce emissions:
14
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Table 7. Current Gasoline Fleet Vehicles and Recommended Replacements

Current
Vehicles

Passenger
Capacity

Approx.
Price

Miles
Traveled

Avg.
MPG

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$3.00

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$3.50

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$4.00

1999 Ford
Explorer 4X4

5

$21,000

7,576

8.0

$2,837

$3,310

$3,783

2003 Dodge
Durango

7

$22,233

13,905

9.6

$4,342

$5,066

$5,789

1999/2000
Taurus Wagon

6

$10,0001

40,967

14.2

$8,634

$10,07
3

$11,51
2

Suitable
Replacement

Passenger
Capacity

Approx.
Price

Miles
Traveled

Avg.
MPG

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$3.00

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$3.50

Total
Cost of
Fuel at
$4.00

2006/2007
Ford Escape
Hybrid

5

$19,375

7,576

23.4

$973

$1,135

$1,298

2009 Toyota
Prius

4

$22,366

40,967

46.5

$1,767

$2,061

$2,355

2009
Chevrolet
Aveo

4

$13,465

40,967

30.5

$2,693

$3,142

$3,591

2009 Toyota
Camry Hybrid

5

$26,243

40,967

33.5

$2,452

$2,861

$3,269

For example, the total fleet of 1999 Ford Explorer 4X4s produced a total cost of fuel of $2,837 (at $3.00
per gallon). If all of those vehicles were replaced with a suitable replacement such as 2006/2007 Ford
Escapes, and this replacement drove the same total number of miles, the total cost of fuel would be
reduced to $973 (at $3.00 per gallon). The total fuel cost savings would be $1,864 annually.

15
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The table below demonstrates the total CO2 emissions for each vehicle and suitable replacement:
Table 8. Emissions of Current Gasoline Fleet vs. Recommended Replacement Vehicles
Current Vehicles

Total CO2 Emissions (metric tons)

1999 Ford Explorer 4X4

8.38

2003 Dodge Durango

12.83

1999/2000 Taurus Wagon

25.51

Suitable Replacement

Total CO2 Emissions (metric tons)

2006/2007 Ford Escape

2.88

2009 Toyota Prius

5.22

2009 Chevrolet Aveo

7.96

2009 Toyota Camry Hybrid

7.24

From this table, it should be noted that by using a fleet of 2009 Toyota Camry Hybrids instead of
1999/2000 Taurus Wagons, there would be an approximate year’s savings of 18.27 metric tons of CO2.
All suggested vehicles can be purchased through the State Procurement Contract and are compliant
with safety and EPA standards, and Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) criteria.
The gasoline Ford E350 van with lift should be replaced with the diesel Dodge Sprinter van with lift.
Despite the fact that the Dodge Sprinter van is not available through the State Procurement Contract,
this replacement will yield over $6,000 savings in fuel costs annually, and thus the van will repay itself in
just one year at the subsidized purchase price.

16
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The table below shows the fuel savings and the CO2 reductions incurred by replacing the Ford van with
the Dodge van:
Table 9. Savings incurred by replacing Ford E350 van with Dodge Sprinter van

Vehicle
Ford
E350 w/
Lift
Dodge
Sprinter
w/ Lift

MPG

Annual
Gallons
Used

Annual
Fuel Cost
at $3 per
Gallon

Annual
Fuel Cost
at $3.50
per Gallon

Annual
Fuel Cost
at $4 per
Gallon

Vehicle
Purchase
Price

CHT Price
(20%)

35,139

9.5

3,704

$11,112

$12,964

$14,816

$50,000

$10,000

35,139

16.9

2,082

$6,245

$7,286

$8,327

$80,000

$16,000

Annual
Miles
Traveled

Savings per year
with Dodge Van
instead of Ford Van:

$6,489

CO2 Reduction:

11 Metric Tons

Return on
investment at
CHT prices:

1 year

Increase Efficiency in Operations
Improve methods of data collection
The data that Chapel Hill Transit currently collects on fuel use, miles traveled, and ridership provide
useful insights into the efficiency and performance of each vehicle and driver. Devices such as digital
gauges, which display real-time data on fuel consumption, may be useful for visually representing fuel
economy relating to driving habits, and may allow even efficient drivers to improve performance. The
devices also reveal under-performing buses that merit a maintenance inspection.

Feasibility of a driver benefit program
Drivers, whose technical driving skills and habits have a significant impact on MPG, should be
encouraged to improve their driving technique to improve mileage. There are some variables that are
beyond the driver’s control, such as seasonal temperature changes, ridership and stop scheduling
relating to UNC’s calendar, but these could be accounted for when determining a monthly or quarterly
MPG goal for the drivers. Possible rewards for achieving better MPG include preferred route choice or a
paid day off.
17
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Chapel Hill Transit’s purchase of hybrid buses is great for saving fuel and cutting emissions, but in order
to continue this they must rely on funding from the federal government. Teaching and practicing good
driving habits are a great way for Chapel Hill Transit to do their part to help reduce emissions. Drivers
have the ability to immediately reduce emissions, simply by correcting a few bad habits. It is probably
the cheapest and easiest way to immediately reduce emissions. Good practices include:


More gentle acceleration, fewer fast starts and stops.



Improved foresight, paying attention to upcoming traffic lights, stop signs, and traffic.



Reduced idling. Drivers can enforce ‘enter front, exit out the back’ rule by not opening the front
door until exiting passengers have begun to file out the back.



Reduced use of heating and air conditioning. Drivers should try to keep their window down or
use the fan instead of AC. Drivers should communicate with passengers to ask them if they are
too hot or cold.

Good maintenance MPG practices


Regularly scheduled maintenance checks, oil changes, tire rotations. (Transit operations seems
to have this under control)



Check interior cabin air filters. They increase efficiency of the HVAC system.



Check front suspension alignment. Poor alignment increases tire friction, causes premature tire
wear, and requires extra fuel to move the vehicle.

Reduce Idling
A simple but effective way to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions—while also reducing negative health
effects—is reduced idling of buses. Drivers often leave buses running for long periods of time in order
to change drivers, wait at stops, or warm up before the route is started, among other reasons. The
assumption that idling produces lower emissions than restarting a bus is refuted by the EPA, which
found that a bus left idling for more than three minutes produces more emissions than re-ignition. Also,
idling is proven to cause engine damage and can worsen gas mileage. Therefore, if a bus will be
stationary for more than three minutes, it should be turned off and restarted when ready to move.
The comfort of riders need not suffer when buses are turned off rather than idling. Idling reduction
devices such as direct-fired heaters, auxiliary power units (APUs), battery-powered units, and automatic
18
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shutdown-startup systems control the environment within the cabin of the bus even when the bus is not
running.


Decrease idling at stops by turning off the bus if it will be stopped for more than three minutes



Consider installing idling reduction devices (IR devices) to control the cabin temperature without
having the engine running



If buses are idled during cold mornings to ‘heat up’ they could consider auxiliary power units to
limit idling.

These policies are outlined in Chapel Hill Transit’s Idling Policy, and coupling idling reduction devices
with enforcing drivers’ compliance with these policies will help reduce emissions from Chapel Hill
Transit.

Increase Ridership
Rider Incentives
The most recent Chapel Hill Transit survey shows reduced individual auto use and increases in other
modes of transportation, such as carpooling, walking, biking, and transit. According to the survey,
single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) use mode share has decreased 4.2% since 2001, while the four other
forms of transit (carpool, pedestrian, bike, bus) have risen. This is an excellent start, but to meet the
CRed goals the town has to make even greater improvements.
There are several incentives and disincentives that the town can use, some of which are simply modified
versions of University policies that have helped reduce employee SOV use to less than 70%. When
looking at University inspired plans, we need to keep in mind that the city cannot simply copy the
University transportation plan and expect the same results. The University provides unique services
(education, jobs, cultural and intellectual opportunities) that are not easily procured elsewhere, while
the town is home to businesses striving to remain competitive regionally. If adapted though, there are
things that the town can learn and use from the University. It should be noted here that if the town
dramatically improved total public transit ridership to levels approaching the university, it would be
impossible for the transit agency to meet the CRed obligations. As can be seen from the two graphs on
the next page, even though Chapel Hill Transit is becoming a more efficient system, the emissions per
capita are continuing to rise. To meet CRed goals emissions per capita should already be falling. The
transit agency and the town need to decide whether it is more important to meet CRed goals or become
a more efficient system serving a greater number of riders. The one option to resolve the conflict
between the two important goals would be to create an accounting system that not only adds up transit
emissions, but includes savings from reducing personal auto use.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Emissions Per Passenger Mile and Emissions Per Capita

The major disincentive that the town can use to reduce individual auto use is a change in parking
regulations, but it needs to be done in such a way that does not hurt local businesses by driving away
customers. Currently, the town charges a low, flat hourly rate for parking in all of its garages and a
slightly higher rate for street parking. The biggest concern with changing the pricing structure is that
customers will not pay more for parking nor will they take the bus to do their shopping, rather they will
go to Southpoint or some other nearby shopping area.
An option that can help businesses keep and even attract new customers while reducing auto use is to
create a stratified parking price system that will support those seeking goods and services, without
encouraging long-term parking for workers or students, who can more easily take advantage of transit
for commuting. Instead of charging more per hour for parking, which could drive away customers, the
town could charge significantly more for parking over a certain time periods, e.g., four hours, and
dramatically reduce parking prices for shorter stays. The town could even go so far as to make parking
free for the first 30 minutes and free up to 4 hours with proof of any purchase made in the area. This
would have two positive benefits for the town. The first benefit is that it makes the shopping areas
more competitive with surrounding retail areas. Free parking would put Chapel Hill retail areas on par
with all other shopping centers and realistically very few shoppers in the Triangle area are going to take
public transit to shop. The systems and headways are too disparate to make it convenient for people
looking to buy something quickly and easily. The second benefit is that this would increase public transit
use by employees working throughout the service area. More expensive long-term parking would help
motivate employees and employers to find alternative modes. Employees who spend several hours a
day at the same place, with specific schedules, can more easily rely on transit. The increased income
from employees who continue to use their own autos can be used to offset any losses from the free
short-term parking and to increase transit coverage.
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Along with parking price changes, the town can also implement new guidelines for future parking areas.
Zoning laws can be adapted to limit the number of spots permitted for new construction and shared
parking plans can be implemented. Shared parking plans allow businesses with different customer
schedules to work together limiting how many spots they need. For example, bars and restaurants have
their busiest periods in the evenings and at night, while retail is busiest during the day. A single lot
would serve the needs of both businesses, preventing an excess of spaces that are used only a few hours
a day.
An incentive that the town and employers could use is free or discounted bus passes for employees.
Since Chapel Hill Transit is already fare-free, the offer of free or reduced bus fares would not work for
employees who live in the transit area, but the employment table below shows that nearly 75% of local
employees commute from communities outside of Chapel Hill Transit’s coverage area. The individuals
would have to take Triangle Transit if they wanted to avoid driving, and that system charges fares. The
town could work with employers throughout the area and provide free or discounted bus passes for
their employees, similar to the UNC CAP (commuter alternative program) system. People enrolled in the
CAP system cannot park on campus, but they receive a free bus pass and emergency ride home service,
along with discounts at area businesses. If the town created a similar program, adapted specifically to
town priorities and goals, the number of employees open to public transit could increase dramatically.

Figure 8. Chapel Hill Employment Map
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Table 10. Chapel Hill Labor Shed Statistics
2006
Total All Jobs

46,825

100.0%

Durham, North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Carrboro, North Carolina
Raleigh, North Carolina
Cary, North Carolina
Hillsborough, North Carolina
Charlotte, North Carolina
Burlington, North Carolina
Apex, North Carolina
Mebane, North Carolina
All Other Locations

Count
9,118
8,313
4,453
2,086
1,417
528
486
467
404
351
19,202

Share
19.5%
17.8%
9.5%
4.5%
3.0%
1.1%
1.0%
1.0%
0.9%
0.7%
41.0%

A final incentive that the town has not promoted aggressively is supported by the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century. The law allows employers to pay their employees up to $115 a month to offset
transportation costs. This benefit is available only to those who take public transportation or vanpools.
There are several options for administering the plan (direct payments, tax deductions, or shared costs);
and the plan requires little administrative paperwork. The plan allows employers to deduct the cost
from their taxes, and provides extra income for employees. This plan, which saves employers money
and gives more money to employees, should be actively promoted by the city, not only for city
employees, but for all employees in the Chapel Hill area. Town and local employers have not taken
advantage of this excellent benefit, which has been available since 1998 and in its current form since
2005. Given the current economic situation and high gas prices, this plan may attract new employees
and reduce current employees’ dependence on individual transportation.

Park and Ride Lots
There are ten park-and-ride lots servicing UNC; five of those are part of the UNC CAP program. Since
these are fixed points, it is possible to calculate the CO2 and fuel savings associated with riders, and use
these estimates as advertising elements to encourage transit use. For example the Carrboro park-andride lot is 4.19 miles5 from the Union on South Rd. of the UNC campus. This mileage would use 0.20
gallons of fuel from a vehicle that averaged 21mpg. Burning this much fuel would produce 1.75 kg of
CO2 per trip (counting only the trip to campus). If this were done 180 days a year this would amount to
315 kg or 695 lbs of CO2 emitted.
5

maps.google.com
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Information like this could inform persuasive advertising on buses, using the mileage data from each
Park and Ride lot.
Sample signage to post in buses serving the Carrboro Plaza Park & Ride Lot:

Figure 9. Carrboro Plaza Advertisement

By parking your car at this lot instead of driving to campus for a school year, you
kept 695 lbs of CO2 out of the atmosphere.

Convince a friend to join you and
help Chapel Hill become carbon neutral.

Park and Ride service on 15-501
Census data reveal that Durham is home to a sizable population of UNC employees. The population
could be better served by a park-and-ride lot on the 15-501 corridor. Locating such a lot as close to
Durham as possible would serve the town’s goals for CO2 reduction by limiting the drive time of
commuters from their homes to the
nearest park-and-ride lot.
By partnering with corporate entities in
the area, both of these objectives might
be satisfied with existing parking lots,
which currently go largely vacant during
working hours. An agreement with
Target and Sam’s Club at Parkway Plaza I
& II has the potential to make available
perhaps 400 parking spaces.

Figure 10. Existing Parking Lot at Target and Sam’s Club
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Similarly, Home Depot and Kohl’s off 15501 at the Mt. Moriah Rd. intersection
might support as many as 400 parking
spaces during weekday work hours. Such
agreements could benefit both Chapel
Hill Transit, and the commercial partners,
who could see increased traffic to their
stores as Chapel Hill Transit commuters
pass through the parking areas.

Figure 11. Existing Parking Lot at Home Depot and Kohl’s

Park and Ride at NC 54
The NC 54 Park and Ride lot is routinely at capacity by 9 am on weekdays during the fall and spring
semesters. The parking space to serve more people is available directly across the street at the parking
lot between the Friday Center and The Center for School Leadership Development. On days when there
are not events at either of the Centers, there are roughly 300 parking spaces unused6. An arrangement
to allow people to utilize these unused spaces would ease congestion and encourage transit use. Similar
arrangements are already in place at pay-to-park lots on campus, in which parking is restricted on event
days.

Figure 12. Possible Overflow Lot at the Friday Center

6

maps.google.com
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Add Routes
A Sunday Route
Many people drive to and from church every Sunday. Area churches are common destinations on
Sundays, and if community members are willing to take the bus to church a Sunday route geared
towards this population could help reduce community carbon emissions. To assess the feasibility of this,
a survey should be conducted among the congregations of area churches to see if such a route or routes
would indeed be used and where the routes should go.

Rogers Road Route
Chapel Hill Transit should always consider whether existing routes sufficiently serve low-income
populations, areas with high density, and government services offices. Two new areas that could be
served with a new route or an extension of an existing route are Rogers Road and Weaver Dairy
Extension.
Rogers Road, while it is outside of Chapel Hill’s municipal boundaries, has many low-income residents,
including a Habitat for Humanity neighborhood. The LED OnTheMap tool published by the U.S. Census
Bureau allows users to select an area of interest, and the map will then display a dot density display of
where the residents within the selected area hold their primary jobs. When this tool is used for 2006
data for Rogers Road, it yields a total of 659 primary jobs, 36% of which are held within Chapel Hill.
Another 23% of these jobs are held in Durham. The map and results are shown below in Figure 9.
Providing bus access to downtown Chapel Hill so that these workers can either get to their jobs or take a
TT bus to Durham is integral to reducing the community carbon emissions. It should be noted that this
tool takes into account only primary jobs, not temporary or part-time jobs, and ignores trips to schools
(including UNC) and for other purposes. Thus it is a conservative estimate of the passenger base that
could utilize Chapel Hill Transit.
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Figure 13. Rogers Road Employment Map and Statistics

Weaver Dairy Extension Route
Weaver Dairy Extension is another area that may merit increased transit service. There are several
hundred single-family homes and townhouses located in this area, which includes some units
designated as affordable housing through the Orange Community Housing and Land Trust. Using the
LED OnTheMap tool shows that there were 404 primary jobs in this area in 2006, 30% of which are
located in Chapel Hill, and 36% in Durham. The map and results are shown below in Figure 10. While
the NS and T routes serve the eastern edge of this development on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard,
residents who live in the core of this development have to walk a long distance to these bus stops. This
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distance reduces the chance of them using it at all. Running a route down Weaver Dairy Extension
would increase the likelihood that residents use transit to commute or to run errands.

Figure 14. Weaver Dairy Extension Employment Map and Statistics

Route Recommendations:


Assess the feasibility of a Sunday Route through surveys given out at area churches.



Bring service to the residences and neighborhoods along Rogers Road.



Bring service to the neighborhoods along Weaver Dairy Extension.
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Improve Access, Convenience, and Comfort
Chapel Hill Transit is different from many bus systems in that it is heavily used by a majority of the
population, and its use is in part driven by the University’s parking limitations on campus. It may seem
that there is little latent demand to attract. However, there are many people not associated with the
University that do not use the transit system regularly. Others may use the bus for their daily commute,
and need to be convinced to use transit for other trips.
In order to increase passenger ridership, any perceived barriers to access, comfort, or convenience must
be reduced, with bus routes within easy walking distance of residences and common destinations. Bus
information such as schedules, maps, and NextBus should be easy to find and easy to use. Bus stops
should be inviting, clean, and aesthetically pleasing. Amenities should be provided at all stops with
heavy or moderate use.

Access to Transit Information
Many passengers use at least one route on a regular basis, usually for their commute. Posting system
maps on buses and at bus stops can help alert them to how comprehensive the bus system is; given the
time to study a map, they may be more likely to use the bus for activities other than commuting.
The new system of printing only single-route guides is efficient to serve the typical commuter. However,
printed comprehensive maps should be made available for those who may use more than one route on
the system through a year. To avoid waste, they could be made available only at specific locations along
bus routes, such as at the Student Union, the Chapel Hill Public Library, the Chamber of Commerce, the
Health Sciences Library, UNC Hospitals, etc.
The current Chapel Hill Transit webpage, contained within the Town Of
Chapel Hill’s website, is somewhat hard to access, and information is
not easy to find within the current layout. A new website specifically for
Chapel Hill Transit could increase the ease of access to information.
Such a website could be geared towards providing information to
passengers, with links to route maps, commonly asked questions,
contact information, and information about NextBus. In addition, this
website should have a trip planner located on the website that is
specific to Chapel Hill Transit. This can either be created from scratch,
or adapted from GoTriangle’s Trip Planner (see Fig. 11) to work within
Chapel Hill Transit only.
Figure 15. GoTriangle’s Trip Planner
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The accuracy of NextBus needs continual improvement and its service
should be advertised to passengers. A system needs to be in place to
check that the GPS on each bus is turned on and set properly before
the bus leaves the lot. Bus drivers need to be reminded to change the
bus heading at the appropriate time, so that the NextBus prediction is
accurate. The NextBus service provides arrival predictions at certain
stops in Town, but it also has an online service that can be accessed
by riders at any time. On the website there are arrival time
predictions and live bus route maps. NextBus also has a condensed
prediction format for use with iPhones, PDAs, and cell phones
through text messaging. The text message prediction is a feature that
many students and other passengers would probably use on a regular
basis. As it is currently set up, the passenger sends out a text
message that reads “nbus chapel-hill” and then the address of
Figure 16. NextBus Cell Phone Screen
the stop they want a prediction for. However, the format of
the address is hard to determine, and figuring out the proper phrasing is a significant barrier to
widespread use of NextBus on cell phones. Chapel Hill Transit should work with NextBus to create a list
of stops and their equivalent text message phrase. This document should be posted on the website and
published in the back of the comprehensive system guide. In addition, in the single-route guides, the
appropriate text message phrase should be inserted under the heading for each individual stop, and
instructions for cell phone NextBus use online and on cell phones should be published in each guide.

Bus Stop Design
The first impression of the transit system held by
passengers is the bus stop where they wait to catch
the bus. Passengers sit at a bus stop for at least
several minutes, at all times of day throughout the
year. Bus stops should be of a design that is
aesthetically pleasing, relatively comfortable, and
utilitarian. An elevated roof on all bus shelters
would allow for air flow, including the venting of
cigarette smoke. The bus shelter roof should extend
over enough of a distance that it allows room for
both standing and sitting under the roof cover. An
open floor plan within the bus shelter allows for
easy access. Locating a wall on one end provides
shelter from the weather, but leaving the other
end open with a column allows for people to enter

Figure 17. Current Bus Shelter Design
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and exit the shelter easily. Leaving a place on the bus shelter and on bus stop poles to display system
maps, route schedules, and other relevant information makes the bus stops more informative. The
comfort of passengers through all types of weather and at all times of day should be taken into account.
Metal seats become extremely hot in the summer and cold in the winter; other materials, such as
recycled plastic, offer good alternatives.
Additionally, the orientation of the bus shelter in its surroundings should consider shade from the sun
and shelter from rain throughout the year. Roof panels that can rotate on a fixed axis could be useful
for this as well, as bus shelter users can rotate the individual roof panel to block out the sun as needed.
Shade trees and other vegetation should be planted at bus stops to provide shade and shelter, as well as
make bus stops more aesthetically pleasing. In order to keep the bus stop areas clean and green, threepart bins with room for trash, bottle recycling, and paper recycling should be installed at bus stops with
heavy traffic. Bus stops with less traffic should at least have trash cans to minimize littering near the bus
stop. Banning or restricting smoking at bus stops, if policy permits, creates a more pleasant
environment and also reduces littering from cigarette butts. Bus shelters with partitions or separated
seating sections provide areas for non-smokers as well as smokers.
Design guidelines may make bus stops more appealing to
riders, without eliminating creativity. Bus stop shelters
and benches are perfect areas to incorporate public art
into the streetscape. Adding green features to bus stops
can help reduce the community carbon footprint as well
as make them attractive. Solar panels on bus shelters
can be used to power lighting at bus shelters or to help
with the power load of the NextBus signs. Green roofs
on bus shelters keep the interior of the bus shelter cool
as well as absorb rainwater and eliminate the need for
gutter systems.
Figure 18. Possible Bus Shelter Design

Given budgetary constraints, bus stop amenities could be
phased in. As new bus shelters, benches, and recycling bins are installed at high-traffic bus stops, the
old shelters, benches, and trash cans that are still functional can be moved to bus stops that are less
heavily used. In this way, the overall experience of riding Chapel Hill Transit will ultimately improve and
passengers will be more likely to use Chapel Hill Transit as their primary source of transportation.

Recommendations to Improve Access, Comfort, and Convenience:




Post system maps at bus stops and on buses.
Provide printed comprehensive maps as well as single-route maps.
Create a Chapel Hill Transit website separate from the Town of Chapel Hill website.
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Create a Trip Planner specifically for Chapel Hill Transit.
Continue to improve the accuracy of NextBus and work to educate passengers on how to
use the service.
 Create Design Guidelines for bus stops and bus shelters that include the following features:
- Elevated Roof to allow for air flow.
- Room for both sitting and standing under the bus shelter roof.
- Open floor plan to allow passengers to easily enter and exit.
- A location on the bus shelter structure or bus stop pole to display system map,
route schedules, and other relevant information.
- Replacement of metal seats by another material such as recycled plastic.
- Orientation of bus stop to provide shelter from the sun and rain.
- Vegetation for shelter from sun and the rain, as well as for aesthetics
- Banned or restricted smoking at bus stops.
- Trash and recycling bins at the bus shelters with heavy traffic.
- Trash cans at bus shelters with moderate traffic.
- Functional public art incorporated into bus shelters and bus stop amenities.
- Green features such as solar panels or green roofs where feasible.
Install these bus shelters and amenities in phases; install new shelters and amenities at heavily
used bus stops and move old but functional shelters and amenities to less used bus stops.

Conclusion
The 2005 baseline emissions for Chapel Hill Transit’s CRed Pledge are 5,862 metric tons, or 0.11 metric
tons per person. In order to reach the reduction goal of 60%, Chapel Hill Transit’s total emissions should
be 4,570 metric tons or 0.04 metric tons per person.
This can be achieved through a variety of changes such as efficient vehicle purchases, good vehicle
maintenance practices, efficient operations, idling reduction, new routes, ridership incentives, and
improved access to ridership information.
Transit is an integral part of Chapel Hill’s community emissions. Because of the nature of transit
operations, it is an easy sector to monitor and reduce emissions. We hope our recommendations are
taken into consideration in future operations. This project is evidence of the Town’s commitment to
reducing its carbon footprint, and we hope that carbon reduction efforts go beyond transit to other
municipal operations, and the community at large. This is a small part of the ultimate goal of reducing
emissions across the entire community.
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Supplementary Tables
2007 Gasoline Emissions by Vehicle Type
Vehicle
15 PASSENGER VAN
1999 FORD EXPLORER 4X4
2006 FORD E 350 LIFT
2006 FORD ESCAPE
FORD ESCAPE 2007
FORD F-250 PICK UP TRUCK
FORD F350 PICK UP TRUCK
FORD RANGER PICKUP
2000 DODGE VAN WITH LIFT
2003 DODGE VAN WITH LIFT
DODGE CARAVAN
DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE
DOGGE DURANGO 2003
1999 TAURUS WAGON
2000 TAURUS WAGON
810 RAM 1500 DODGE TRUCK

AVG MPG
9.34
8.01
9.49
25.93
20.77
5.14
5.50
11.94
8.32
8.24
14.21
14.24
9.61
14.09
14.39
11.24

Total Miles
19975
7576
210836
14595
3465
3425
3470
10578
71085
65636
22651
76747
13905
13795
27172
11913

Metric Tons of CO2
Equivalent
9.534
8.421
32.872
2.585
1.492
5.928
5.619
7.917
19.036
23.594
14.252
12.044
8.421
8.751
8.492
9.455

\

2007 Diesel Emissions by Vehicle Type
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Vehicle Name
2007 Gillig Average
1987 FLXI Average
2003 DODGE VAN WITH LIFT
2001 NOVA/VOLVO RTS BLUE
1990 TMC RTS 06 COACH
1995 GILLIG
1996 GILLIG
1998 NOVA RTS ORANGE AVERAGE
1998 NOVA RTS BLUE AVERAGE
1998 DEC. NOVA RTS ORANGE AVERAGE
1998 DEC. NOVA RTS BLUE AVERAGE
2000 Champion Defender Average
2002 NOVA/VOLVO RTS BLUE AVERAGE

AVG
MPG
5.91
13.56
16.88
3.54
3.22
3.60
3.65
3.39
3.33
2.85
3.34
5.43
3.74

Total Miles
3843
14472
24347
28215
16656
24384
27780
21591
22398
21196
26088
8579
31863

Fall 2008

Metric Tons CO2
Equivalent
6.562
10.785
14.578
80.618
52.248
68.374
76.817
64.302
68.053
75.205
78.867
15.966
86.18

2008 Emissions by Bus Make and Model
Vehicle Name
AVG MPG Total Miles
Metric Tons CO2 Equivalent
95/96 Gillig
3.88
436742
1136.767
1998 Nova
3.57
170632
483.022
2001/2002 Nova
3.90
557787
1445.86
2007 Gillig
3.45
374243
1095.097
2007 Gillig Hybrid
5.06
77081
153.923
2007 Nabi

2.43

19084

192.78
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